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An inviting, comfortable, quiet space for 
collaborative working or impromptu meetings.

CONDO  || BREAKOUT
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Introducing Condo, your designated space for agile working, available as a solo 
corral, team meeting pod or media unit for video conferencing. Beautifully styled 
with a pitch or flat roof contemporary design in natural Plywood or a multitude of 
MFC finishes. Completed with 50mm thick upholstered acoustic foam cladded 
panels to dampen the sound reverberations, deluxe backed soft seating and 
integrated desking and lighting; Condo creates a comfortable place to work whilst 
adding style and character to the workspace. 

Offered in three standard sizes, a solo corral 2100h x 1100w x 800d, a two person 
meeting booth 2100h x 2000w x 800d and a four person meeting booth 2100h x 
2000w x 1200d.

CONDO | AGILE WORKING  

Retreat into the comfort and solitude of the solo corral 
for private study, perfectly illuminated with focused flush 
mounted strip lighting in the integrated light box.

SOLO | LETS FOCUS  
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Enhance with power and media facilities 
to upgrade your meeting space to a video 

conferencing booth. 

TEAM || STAY CONNECTED
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With hybrid remote working patterns on the rise, the traditional office environment 
is becoming the perfect opportunity to get together for face-to-face meetings 
increasing the demand on designated, quiet booths and pods. Condo offers 
a stylish but functional solution for collaboration whether that’s a scheduled 
meeting, video conference or quick team brainstorm.  

With a choice of exterior finishes from natural Plywood, to white or Oak MFC, and 
a huge variety of fabrics for the interior upholstery, Condo can be tailored to you.  

Available with featured pendant lighting or flush 
mounted strip lights, both controlled by PIR sensor, to 
illuminate your space.

BREAKOUT | ENLIGHTEN US  

CONDO | TEAM MEETING BOOTH
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